ABSTRACT To obtain accurate trajectory tracking with robustness and faithful force feedback in a practical application, a sliding mode controller (SMC) combined with a compensation controller based on a nonlinear disturbance observer (DOB) is proposed. The DOB estimates the disturbances arising mainly from the uncertain dynamic model of a surgical manipulator, frictional forces and external interaction forces, and compensates for these disturbances in the control law. Accordingly, it alleviates the chattering problem caused by the SMC and improves tracking performance. The surgical teleoperation system using the proposed SMC-DOB is proved to be asymptotically stable using Lyapunov theory. The simulation and experiment results show that the surgical manipulator with the SMC-DOB can better track the trajectory of the master even in the presence of disturbances and the interaction forces between the instrument and the patient's tissues are faithfully presented to the surgeon.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surgical robots have become widely used because they combine the knowledge and skills of the surgeon with the precision of a robot, thus enabling better treatment results [1] - [4] . The Da Vinci Surgical Robot is the most advanced surgical robot currently available. It is a human-centered robot, which means that it cannot act on its own initiative, but is completely controlled by the surgeon at the master side. During an operation, the surgeon controls a master haptic manipulator at the master side, and the position and velocity of this master manipulator are transmitted to the slave side as commands to the surgical robot through appropriate communication channels. The surgical robot at the slave side tracks the command trajectory from the master manipulator. The surgeon can observe a video of the operating procedure in real time. Meanwhile, the interaction force between the surgical manipulator and the patient's tissues at the slave side is transmitted back to the master side and presented to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yanzheng Zhu. the surgeon in order to enhance his/her immersion. Ideally, the surgeon at the master side should be able to feel the interaction force from the slave side as if he/she were operating on the patient directly with traditional instruments. There has been some research into tactile aspects of robotic surgical systems [5] - [7] .
Normally, the master and slave sides are located in the same room or in neighboring rooms [4] . When the distance between the master and slave sides becomes greater than this (for example, if they are in different cities), the master-slave system becomes a teleoperation surgical system. However, a time delay is inherent to such systems, and the greater this delay, the poorer is the system's performance. The reason for this degradation of performance is that a delay in force feedback may turn a negative feedback into a positive one, leading to system instability.
Many methods have been developed to solve the problem of instability in teleoperation systems caused by time delay and incorrect force feedback. Passive methods offer a credible approach to solve stability problems for teleoperation systems [8] . Since passivity is a sufficient condition for stability, much force fidelity is sacrificed, although this is actually not necessary to ensure system stability. In [9] , a robust controller design method was developed for a class of NCSs with MCCs that are subject to channel switching governed by A Markov chain. Communication delays, packet dropouts and parameter uncertainties have been taken into account within a unified framework. Literature [10] has addressed the H ∞ filtering problem for discrete-time Markov jump LPV systems with both packet dropouts and channel noises in the networked scenario. Literature [11] developed a distributed state estimation method based on MHE for a class of twotime-scale nonlinear systems. These works have contributed to the teleoperation system based on network communication which enhanced robustness of the networked control system. Advanced controllers, including sliding mode controllers (SMCs) and adaptive controllers, have recently been developed for teleoperation systems in order to obtain accurate trajectory tracking and faithful force feedback. One sliding mode approach, the three-mode control scheme, can implehent a position-position, force-force, or force-position scheme, and the results show good trajectory tracking perforhance [12] . However, it does not consider time delay. To solve the problem of the adverse effects of parametric uncertainties, an adaptive sliding mode control scheme was proposed by Motamedi et al. [13] . The algorithm has been verified on a teleoperation system with a single degree of freedom (DOF). Yang and Hua [14] proposed a novel nonsingular fast integral terminal sliding mode (NFITSM) for a teleoperation system, and practical experiments on one-DOF motion tracking have now been completed. A nonsingular terminal sliding mode and adaptive finite-time control method was proposed by Zhang et al. [15] , and simulation results have verified the effectiveness of this method. These methods are useful attempts to design feedback controllers that improve the performance and stability of a teleoperation system.
Methods based on a disturbance observer (DOB) are a different type of control scheme. These are feedback/forward control methods that, through an observer, estimate the model errors and the external and internal disturbances, and then compensate for these errors and disturbances in the control law in order to improve performance. Such methods have been widely applied in control and robot systems. Chen et al. [16] and Nikoobin and Haghighi [17] designed nonlinear disturbance observers for planar serial manipulators with revolute joints. Mohahhadi et al. [18] developed a general systematic approach to solve the disturbance observer design problems presented in [16] and [17] . Recently, DOB-based approaches have been applied to bilateral teleoperation systems. Aboutalebian et al. [19] proposed a nonlinear DOB-based method with adaptive control for teleoperation systems in order to solve tracking problems using a dynamic model of the manipulators and taking account of environmental and operating forces. Simulations have shown that the system has good tracking performance. Chen et al. [20] developed an SMC with force compensation using a DOB for a teleoperation system without a force sensor. The observer estimates the environment force, and the force are fed forward to the SMC as compensation control. Meanwhile, the observer estimates the environmental parameters, which are transmitted to the master side to estimate the environmental force.
For a practical surgical teleoperation system, (i) the slave surgical manipulator should track the master accurately and quickly and (ii) the interaction force should be transmitted to the master and presented to the operator faithfully. To achieve these aims, we propose an SMC combined with a compensation controller based on a nonlinear DOB for a teleoperation system with force sensor. We call this integrated controller an SMC-DOB. The force sensor can measure the interaction forces between surgical instruments and patients' tissues, and these forces can be presented faithfully to the operator. The SMC controller is a feedback controller. It can endow system with robustness in the presence of bounded disturbances and uncertainties. However the sliding gain must be chosen to be bigger than the upper bound value of the lumped disturbances and large sliding gain causes large chattering in the system. The DOB is designed as a feedforward controller. It estimates lumped disturbances, which are principally uncertain dynamic model of manipulators, internal frictional forces and external interaction forces and compensates for these disturbances in the control law. To alleviate the chattering problem without sacrificing it's robustness, the composite controller SMC-DOB is proposed which combines the SMC feedback with the DOB based-feedforward compensation. The SMC-DOB thus ensures that the surgical manipulator accurately tracks the trajectory of the master with smaller chattering even in the presence of uncertain dynamic model of manipulators, internal frictional forces, and disturbances due to external interaction forces. The SMC-DOB has been applied to an actual surgical teleoperation system with six DOFs in the presence of time-varying delays. The surgical instrument, as the end-effector of the surgical manipulator, is able to track the command trajectory from the surgeon at the master side accurately and quickly, and the interaction force between the instrument and the patient's tissues can be presented faithfully to the surgeon.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the details of the SMC-DOB algorithm. The stability of the system is analyzed through Lyapunov theory in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Experimental results are presented in Section V. Section VI gives the conclusions of the paper.
II. THE CONTROL SCHEME
In order to deal with the adverse effects of external disturbances and the surgical manipulator's dynamic uncertainties, we have developed a SMC-DOB for a 6-DOF surgical teleoperation system. The trajectory of the master manipulator is transmitted to the surgical manipulator as a command signal via a network with time delay. The controller developed in this paper is comprised by two parts: an SMC and a DOB. The SMC is a feedback controller to ensure that the surgical manipulator tracks the master trajectory. The DOB is a feedforward controller that estimates lumped disturbances, including dynamic model uncertainties, friction, and external disturbances (mainly interaction forces), and then compensate for these disturbances in the control law. At the same time, the interaction force between the instrument and tissues is measured and transmitted faithfully to the surgeon. The surgical teleoperation system with the SMC-DOB is shown in Fig. 1 .
Notation: For a n-dimensional vector
and λ min (·) denote the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix, respectively. The symbol · 1 represents the 1-norm or its induced norm which is defined as x = n i=1 | x i | for a vector x. The symbol · represents the 2-norm or its induced norm which is defined as x = √
x T x for a vector x and A = λ max (A T A) for a matrix A.
Assumption 1: The time-varying delays T m (t) and T s (t) are assumed to have the upper and lower bound and satisfy: 0 < T m (t) = T s (t) < T , where T is a positive constant, T s (t) is the network time delay from the surgical manipulator to the master manipulator and T m (t) is the network time delay from the master manipulator to the surgical manipulator.
According to [21] and [22] , the dynamic model of a surgical teleoperation system with n-DOFs can be expressed as:
where subscript m, s represent the master and the surgical manipulators, respectively, q m (t), q s (t) ∈ n is the vector of joint displacements,q m (t),q s (t) ∈ n is the joint velocity,q m (t),q s (t) ∈ n is the joint acceleration,
→ n denote the friction torque vectors; F e ∈ n is the remote environmental forces, respectively, J m , J s is the Jacobian matrix, τ h is the control torque of the master manipulator applied by the human operator, τ s is the control torque of the surgical manipulator.
Remark 1: Force feedback is widely presumed to enhance performance in robotic surgery. References [23] and [24] , Different from synchronization control for teleoperation systems recently that a controller is applied to the master manipulator [15] , [25] , [26] , remote environment force F e measured by the force sensor is transmitted to the master manipulator. The master manipulator is controlled by the surgeon directly. This ensure the surgeon in a telesurgery can feel the interaction force between surgical instruments and human tissues faithfully in the master side.
Property 1 [27] :Ṁ (q) − 2C(q,q) is a skew-symmetric matrix:
Property 2 [27] : The inertia matrix M (q) is symmetric and positive definite and satisfies:
where γ 1 ,γ 2 are positive constants.
In practical experiments, it is very difficult to get the exact values of manipulator dynamic models' parameters. In this case, uncertain dynamic parts are introduced into the description of master and slave manipulator models. For i = m, s, we have
where M oi (q i ), C oi (q i ,q i ), and G oi (q i ) are the nominal parts in dynamic models; M i (q i ), C i (q i ,q i ) and G i (q i ) are the uncertain parts. Friction also exists in practical experiments. VOLUME 7, 2019 Therefore, the dynamic model of teleoperation system(1) can be rewritten as follows:
where H m (q m ,q m ,q m ) is the uncertainties of the master manipulator's dynamic model, d is defined as:
where H s (q s ,q s ,q s ) is the uncertainties of the surgical manipulator. d is the lumped disturbances of the surgical manipulator.
A. THE SMC CONTROLLER
We define the joint position errors of the surgical manipulator as
The sliding surface is defined as
We introduce a variableq sr =q s − S s and obtaiṅ
The SMC which can keep the system asymptotic stable without a compensation controller is designed as (10) where β is the sliding gain which satisfies β = d + δ, δ > 0.
B. THE DISTURBANCE OBSERVER
The DOB is designed to estimate the lumped disturbances of the surgical manipulator, and then becomes part of the feedback control input. Before presenting specific design description of the DOB, the following assumption is introduced.
Assumption 2: The rate of change of the disturbances has a upper bounded which satisfies ḋ α for all t > 0. where α is a positive constants. The DOB is represented as follows [16] , [18] :
whered, z, p(q s ), and L(q s ) are respectively the estimate of the disturbances, the internal state of the nonlinear observer, the DOB auxiliary vector, and the DOB gain matrix that is to be designed.
The following DOB gain matrix and auxiliary vector are proposed:
where X is a constant invertible n×n matrix to be determined.
C. THE COMPOSITE CONTROLLER
In practical application of the teleoperation surgical teleoperation system, the interaction forces between surgical instruments and tissues which is external disturbances affects tracking performance of the surgical manipulator and stability of the system. To guarantee the stability of the system, the sliding gain β which we can get in (10) must be chosen to be bigger than the upper bound value of the lumped disturbances. But large sliding gain causes large chattering in the system. To alleviate the chattering problem without sacrificing the robustness, the composite controller SMC-DOB is proposed. The composite controller is designed as follows:
where δ > 0 is a small constant value which satisfies
The DOB compensates the lumped disturbances of the surgical manipulator in the control law. Therefore the switching gain is greatly reduced so that the chattering problem is alleviated obviously.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The stability of the surgical teleoperation system is analyzed through Lyapunov theory. To make the stability analysis clearer, the analysis is divided into three following steps. The first step proves the asymptotic stability of the master manipulator., the second step proves the observation error of the DOB is globally uniformly ultimately bounded, and the third step proves the asymptotic stability of the surgical manipulator.
Step 1: Assumption 3: The surgeon is an SMC controller which controls the master manipulator and gives the command signals to the surgical manipulator.
In the master side, the master manipulator is completely controlled by the surgeon. Under this circumstance, the surgeon can be considered as a controller. In fact, surgeons have better intelligence and stronger robustness than general controllers. Therefore, to analyze the stability of the master side, it is reasonable to assume that the surgeon is a sliding mode controller.
Assumption 4: The force between the tissue and the instrument is bounded, which satisfies 0 J T m F e (t − T s (t)) < τ h . We define the joint position errors of the master manipulator as e m = q m − q md (15) where q md is the desired position of the master manipulator.
where
The control torque of the master input by the surgeon is defined as
. (17) where ξ a positive number. Then we will prove the stability of the master manipulator. The positive definite Lyapunov function along the master side is proposed as:
According to (5) (17) and Property 1, the time derivative of (18) is given bẏ
According to Assumption 4, the remote environmental forces transmitted to the master side are bounded, there exists a positive number ξ satisfying
We can getV
Therefore we can get the master manipulator is asymptotic stability.
Step 2: Then the error between the output torque of the disturbance observer and the actual disturbance torque is defined as
Consider the following candidate positive definite Lyapunov function:
According to Property 2, we can get that
According to (26) (27) ,
From (11)- (13),
Using (29) the time derivative of (23) is given bẏ 
We construct the following inequality:
where is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. The value of X can be calculated by using the LMI toolbox in MATLAB. According to (29) (31),
where θ is positive constant and satisfies 0 < θ < 1. We can geṫ
Therefore, according to the uniform ultimate boundedness theorems [28] , we can get that the observation error is globally uniformly ultimately bounded. e dob converges to the ball with radius 2αγ 2 X 2 θ λ min ( ) .
Step 3: We define the joint position errors of the surgical manipulator as
According to (5), the time derivative of the sliding surface in (8) is given bẏ
According to (5),(36) The time derivative of (37) is given bẏ We can getV 3 < 0.
Based on the analysis in the step 2, there exist δ > 0 satisfies (39).
Therefore, the surgical manipulator is asymptotically stable if the switching gain δ in composite controller (14) is designed such that δ > e dob .
Accordingly, for this surgical teleoperation system, a candidate Lyapunov function can be chosen as
On certain conditions, we can geṫ
Based on the above analysis, we can get the surgical teleoperation system (5) satisfies lim t→∞ e m (t) = 0 and lim t→∞ e s (t) = 0. This implies that the system is asymptotically stable.
IV. SIMULATION A. SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETER SELECTION
The simulation experiments to prove the proposed control scheme are described in this section. The simulation is completed with MATLAB software. The master and surgical manipulators in this system are considered to be the 2-DOF robot arms with revolute joints. The dynamic model of the master and surgical manipulators are given by
with
The parameters of the master and slave are summarized as follows: m 1 = 10kg, m 2 = 5kg, l 1 = 0.7m, l 2 = 0.5m, g = 9.8m/s 2 .
The The operator's command signal to the two joints are q d = [0.5sin(t), 0.5sin(t)] T . In practice, the master manipulator is completely controlled by the operator, therefore we can get
The disturbances we set to simulate the model errors, friction and external interaction forces are as follows,
where t is running time of simulation and the disturbances apply to joint 1 and joint 2 are equal.
To demonstrate the superiority of the SMC-DOB over the SMC, we performed three groups of teleoperation simulation experiments with the time-varying delay and the disturbances presented in (44). We assume T m (t) = T s (t) which are shown as Fig. 2 . In the first experiment, the traditional SMC is applied in the system. The parameter of the SMC in (10) in the experiment was chosen as = diag(150, 150), β = 0.2, which means the sliding gain β < d .
In the second experiment, the traditional SMC is applied in the system. The parameter of the SMC in (10) in the experiment was chosen as = diag(150, 150), β = 7, which means the sliding gain β > d .
In the third experiment, the SMC-DOB is applied in the system. The parameter of the SMC-DOB in (14) in the experiment was chosen as = diag(150, 150), δ = 0.2, which means the sliding gain β > e dob , and X = [0.02 0, −0.02 0.02] T . 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the sake of brevity, we only present the simulation results of Joint 1. In the three experiments, we applied the same disturbances which can be seen in (44) and Fig. 12 . The results of the trajectory tracking and tracking error of the slave manipulator of the three groups of experiment are shown in Figs. 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 10. The control torques are shown in Figs. 5, 8, 11 . The disturbances and the output of the DOB is shown in Fig. 12 . The observation error of the DOB in experiment 3 is shown in Fig. 13 . In the experiment 1, the SMC with the sliding gain is β = 0.2 which satisfies β < d . The chattering of the control torque is small which is shown in Fig. 5 . But the slave manipulator can't track the master well with the VOLUME 7, 2019 disturbances and the convergence of tracking error can't be guaranteed. The trajectory tracking and tracking error are shown in Figs. 3, 4 .
In the experiment 2, the sliding gain is increased which is β = 7 and satisfies β > d . When the sliding gain is bigger than the upper bound value of the lumped disturbances, the tracking error can converge to the minimal neighborhood of zero is shown in Fig. 7 . However, the chattering of the control torque is shown in Fig. 8 which is much more than that in experiment 1. Because large sliding gain causes large high-frequency oscillations of the controller output. The chattering problem has negative impaction on the application of the SMC.
In the experiment 3, the sliding gain is δ = 0.2 which satisfies δ > e dob . The tracking error with SMC-DOB can converge to the minimal neighborhood of zero is shown in Fig. 10 . The control torque with small chattering is shown in Fig. 11 . The DOB can estimate the lumped disturbances accurately which is shown in Fig. 12 . The observation error is shown in Fig. 13 . Compared with the traditional SMC experiment 1, the SMC-DOB in experiment 3 has better trajectory tracking performance and the tracking error is convergent. Compared with the SMC in experiment 2, the chattering problem has been obviously alleviated. 
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PARAMETER SELECTION
A surgical teleoperation system (Fig. 14) is set up to verify the proposed SMC-DOB controller. A Phantom Premium 1.5 manipulator and a Denso manipulator are used as master manipulator and surgical manipulator, respectively. These manipulators are controlled by two computers and connected via the Internet. The time delay and other parameters of the network can be set in the control program. A six-dimensional force sensor is installed at the end of the surgical manipulator. A puncture needle, which serves as the surgical instrument, is attached beneath the force sensor. The control algorithm is implemented in MATLAB.
The surgeon performs telesurgery by controlling the master manipulator, the trajectory of which is transmitted to the slave side through the network as the command trajectory of the surgical manipulator. The surgical manipulator tracks the command trajectory from the master side with the SMC-DOB. As a result, the puncture needle interacts with the patient's tissues along the expected trajectory. The interaction force between the puncture needle and the tissues is transmitted back to the master, and presented faithfully to the surgeon.
The most important components of the overall performance of a surgical teleoperation system are trajectory tracking performance, force feedback fidelity, and robust stability. Therefore, the objective of the experiment is to verify that the surgical manipulator can track the trajectory of the master stably and quickly in the presence of time delay and disturbances, while simultaneously the interaction force is transmitted faithfully back to the master and presented faithfully to the surgeon.
For comparison, we performed two groups of teleoperation experiments with the SMC-DOB and the SMC, to verify their performances in the presence of different time delays. The first experiment was carried out with a 1 s time delay and the second with a time-varying time delay. For simplicity, we only moved two joints of the manipulators in these experiments.
To visualize the trajectory tracking, we recorded the master and slave positions at the slave side, so the master positions in all the figures presented here are q mi = q mi (t − T m (t)), i = 1, 2, which are shifted back by a time delay T m (t). In all of the experiments, the interaction force between the puncture needle and tissue was measured by the force sensor and presented to the surgeon faithfully. To show the effectiveness of the DOB in alleviating the chattering problem caused by the SMC, we recorded the control current of the surgical manipulator. We then recorded the control currents of the SMC-DOB and SMC together after filtering to provide an appropriate comparison.
The In practical applications, to minimize the damage of chattering to manipulator as much as possible, boundary layer method [29] is adopted in the experiments. We chose a saturation function instead of the sign function in the SMC. The saturation function is defined as
where is the boundary-layer thickness.
The parameters of the SMC controller in (11) were chosen as = diag(5, 5), β = 3, and = 0.2.
The parameters of the SMC-DOB controller in (15) were chosen as = diag(5, 5), δ = 1.3, = 0.2, X = diag(3.2, 3.2).
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) TELEOPERATION EXPERIMENTS WITH CONSTANT TIME DELAY
In the first group of experiments, the time delay between the master and surgical manipulator was set as 1 s. The surgeon moved the master manipulator to control the surgical manipulator so that it moved its puncture needle into and out of soft tissue.
The positions and forces for the master and slave manipulators with the SMC-DOB and the SMC are shown in Figs. 15 For simplicity, we show only the force along the z axis, which is the largest of the three. Both the surgical manipulator with the SMC-DOB and that with the SMC can track the trajectory of the master, with the interaction being transmitted to the master and presented to the operator without any change, as shown in Figs. 15, 17 Table 1 . The average error of the SMC-DOB is much less than that of the SMC. The reason is that the DOB estimates the environmental force and other disturbances, and compensates for these in the control law. Thus, the tracking performance of the SMC-DOB is better than that of the SMC. Moreover, the DOB can alleviate the chattering problem caused by the SMC, because it is able to compensate for disturbances. The control currents of the surgical manipulator with the SMC-DOB and the DOB are shown in Fig. 16 , from which it can be seen that the current chattering for the SMC-DOB is less than that for the SMC. 
2) TELEOPERATION EXPERIMENTS WITH TIME-VARYING TIME DELAY
In the second group of experiments, we repeated the previous teleoperation experiment, but with time-varying time delay. The time delay was set as follows: VOLUME 7, 2019 The other parameters were the same as in the first group of experiments. The puncture needle moved into and out of the tissue as commanded. The positions and forces for the master and surgical manipulators with the SMC-DOB and the SMC are shown in Figs. 22, 24, 26 and Figs. 23, 25, 27 , respectively. As can be seen from Figs. 22 and 24, the surgical manipulator with the SMC-DOB can track the trajectory of the master manipulator in the case of time-varying delay as well as in the case of constant delay, with the interaction force being presented to the operator without any change. In contrast, the surgical manipulator with the SMC cannot track the master so well, as shown in Figs. 23 and 25 . The teleoperation system with the SMC-DOB exhibits better adaptability than that with the SMC, because the DOB is able to estimate and compensate for external and internal disturbances in an adaptive manner. Meanwhile, because the DOB compensates for disturbances in the control law, the control current of the SMC-DOB is subject to less chattering than that of the SMC. The control currents of the SMC-DOB and the SMC are shown in Fig. 28 .
From the above two groups of experiments, we can conclude that the SMC-DOB is able to maintain the stability of a surgical teleoperation system in the presence of time-varying time delay, with the interaction force being transmitted to the master and presented to the operator without any change, and thus the SMC-DOB can maintain system stability without sacrificing system fidelity. Moreover the system with the SMC-DOB has better trajectory tracking performance than the system with the SMC, because the DOB compensates for model uncertainties, internal and external disturbances in the control law.
VI. CONCLUSION
An SMC-DOB combining sliding mode control with disturbance observer feedforward control is proposed in this paper. The DOB based-feedforward compensation controller alleviates the chattering problem of the SMC while enhances robustness of the system. For the proposed SMC-DOB, simulation and experimental results show that the surgical manipulator with SMC-DOB can accurately track the trajectory of the master with smaller chattering even in the presence of uncertain dynamic model of manipulators, internal frictional forces, and disturbances due to external interaction forces. The interaction force between the instrument and the patient's tissues can be faithfully presented to the surgeon.
